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When audiences at Chicago's Senate Theater in 1909 heard Schumann's "Träumerei" played as part of the musical accompaniment to the "highly dramatic" Biograph film A Fool's Revenge, 1 they were witnessing not only an emergent trend in film presentation toward increasingly sophisticated and generically wide-ranging musical characterization, but also a significant stage in the deracination and mass commoditizing of a familiar musical work. A reporter from Moving Picture World described his response to this early manifestation of the practice: "The film made a deep impression on the audience. . . . A pleasant variation from the My heart leaps up when I behold A rainbow in the sky: So was it when my life began;
So is it now I am a man; So be it when I shall grow old, Or let me die! The Child is father of the Man;
I could wish my days to be Bound each to each by natural piety.
-Wordsworth, 1802
You must not seek to add To what you have, what you once had;
You have no right to share What you are with what you were.
No one can have it all, That is forbidden. You must learn to choose between. -Afanas'yev/Ramuz/ Stravinsky, 1918 America only makes children's pictures.
-John Hurt, n.d.
of forty players plus vocal soloists and chorus during its initial twenty-two-week run in Los Angeles. 5 When the film reopened in New York later that year under its more familiar title The Birth of a Nation, Joseph Breil's new compilation score plundered and adapted, alongside twenty-six popular tunes and songs, the works of nine composers. 6 Similarly, Frank Adams, the organist of the New York Rialto theater, together with conductor/arranger Hugo Riesenfeld, put together a score compiled from the works of nineteen composers (including excerpts from Schumann's Symphony No. 4, op. 120, and "Am Kamin" from Kinderszenen) for a 1922 presentation of Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde. 7 Partly as a reflection of current practices, and partly to formalize and formularize those practices in prepackaged, ready-to-use, and commercially lucrative form, various publications emerged from the mid-1910s that acted to cement even further a lexicon of musical semantics, which, though direct and efficient in its 2 Ibid. Roger Manville and John Huntley cite the significant but frustratingly vague description by Cecil Hepworth, one of the United Kingdom's first film pioneers, of his traveling exhibition from an even earlier time in the 1890s: "I remember one little series which always went down very well indeed. It was called The Storm and consisted of half a dozen slides and one forty-foot film. My sister Effie was a very good pianist and she travelled with me on most of these jaunts. The sequence opened with a calm and peaceful picture of the sea and sky. of the cue sheet, later famously wrote in an oftquoted passage: "We began to dismember the great masters . . . extracts from great symphonies and operas were hacked down to emerge again as 'Sinister Misterioso'. . . . If they were to be used for happy endings we jazzed them up mercilessly. Finales from famous overtures . . . became gallops." 8 The operatic-soprano-turnedstar-actress Geraldine Farrar 9 compiled her own list of appropriate music for screen moods ranging from contentment (Debussy, Prélude à "L'Après-midi d'un faune") to anger (Schubert, Erlkönig) and from despair (Leoncavallo, "Vesti la giubba") to delight (Schumann, Carneval [sic]), 10 while the New York Dramatic Mirror film-music columnist Montiville Morris Hansford recommended Schumann in his shortlist of keyboard composers whose music was particularly suitable for film accompaniment. 11 After listing a host of well-known popular tunes used for Irish films, tearjerkers, or war pictures, Bert Ennis (publicity assistant at the Vitagraph Studios in New York and one of many who claimed to have invented the cue sheet) wrote the following about his activities in 1910, implying that "Träumerei" had by this stage already become staple household fare:
We showed our class by injecting at times the classical and standard numbers-a few of them anyhow. "Hearts and Flowers," "Melody in F," "Träumerei," "Souvenir," "Pilgrims' Chorus,"-they all helped to give helpless audiences a barrage of highbrow music before the present day experts in the writing of music scores for films discovered Debussy, Beethoven, Schubert, Mozart, Wagner and other big leaguers of the classical field. 12 In Rapée's encyclopedic compilation, subtitled "A Rapid-Reference Collection of Selected Pieces Adapted to Fifty-Two Moods and Situations," Schumann is listed four times: under "Funeral" ("Andante Pathétique no. 1," a keyboard arrangement of the opening C-minor section of the second movement, "In Modo d'una Marcia," of the Piano Quintet, op. 44); 13 "Hunting" ("Jagdlied," op. 82 and "Jägerliedchen" [op. 68]); and, injecting a moral dimension (no doubt rooted in ready acceptance of childhood contexts and legacies) into possible filmic characterizations through music, "Quietude and Purity" ("Träumerei," op. 15, no. 7). 14 The number of listings by Rapée of other composers is: Grieg (20), Mendelssohn (10), Beethoven and Bizet (6), Johann Strauss (5), Schubert and Chopin (4), Tchaikovsky (3), Delibes, Dvořák, Fibich, Rubinstein, Wagner (2), and Boccherini, Brahms, Elgar, Glazunov, Handel, Liadov, Massenet, Meyerbeer, Offenbach, Paderewski, and Sullivan (1).
Embedding standardized associative meanings for the film viewer through regular exposure to familiar musical repertoire in this way was initially very effective, but already by 1915 and 1918 Luz and the film-music columnist George Beynon were respectively questioning the extent to which this led to a kind of aesthetic exhaustion and emotional desiccation. Luz, significantly, makes reference to the piece under investigation here: "We might call Schumann's 'Traumerei' [sic] a number with a positive pathetic appeal, and use it at all times when screen action is of a pathetic character, could we hope that the audience would enjoy its third or fourth repetition in one hour?" 15 Beynon comments in a general sense:
The orchestra opens the picture with a beautiful number. . . . The music changes. In a few minutes the first selection is played again. It's a nice number. Two or three short numbers intervene and you hear Farrar made her film debut as Carmen in Cecil B. DeMille's 1915 film of that name. According to the IMDb, when acting, she "demanded a pianist and a violinist on the set to provide mood music, a string trio for especially dramatic scenes" (http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0268125/ bio).
it again. It's a fair number. An agitato follows, it is repeated and becomes a monotonous number. The third reel is being shown, and again you hear it. You cannot understand why they play it so much. It palls. As the music continues, this poor little number is dragged in by the heels . . . until your soul rebels and you hate that music forever. 16 By the time cinema had taken hold of Schumann's "Träumerei," it was already too late for this kind of musical typecasting to be counteracted, for the long-standing nineteenth-century fashion for making and performing arrangements of this piece had also been reaching a peak, rendering its assumption into screen culture something of an inevitability. Károly Csipák and Reinhard Kapp reproduce the score of an arrangement for piano and harmonium published by Carl Simon in Berlin (dating from the turn of the twentieth century), whose cover page also lists a wide range of alternative published versions scored for the following combinations-a "Träumerei" package to suit all requirements:
Piano (two-and four-hand) Harmonium (or organ) solo Flute (violin or cello), harmonium and piano Flute (or violin) and harmonium Flute (or violin) and piano Cello (or viola) and harmonium Cello (or viola) and piano Two violins and piano Cornet à pistons in B and piano Harmonium (or organ) and string quintet (or quartet) Piano, harmonium and string quartet Salon orchestra (piano, violin (violin II or viola) cello, flute, cornet à pistons (harmonium ad lib.) Trio for piano, violin and cello Piano four-hands, violin and cello (flute, cornet and harmonium ad lib.) Violin and harmonium Violin and piano Grand organ (freely adapted by Karg-Elert) 17 With a clear agenda that denigrates as kitschy distortion such (re)arrangement and its resulting challenges to the hallowed origins of the musical work, they write:
The history of "Träumerei"'s disfigurement . . . can be traced in popular nineteenth-century arrangements. . . . In addition to the various salon-and coffee-house re-workings, there also exist orchestral, choral, song and vocalise versions of "Träu-merei." Soviet balalaika ensembles have been heard to play it, and doubtless guitar, mouth-organ, and accordion groups too. The effects of this practice should not be underestimated. . . . The interpreters are no longer playing the work but rather a rumour of it, its ubiquitous caricature. 18 To some extent supporting this claim, the Musical Times and its predecessor, the Musical Times and Singing Class Circular, list a significant number of performances (and, later, recordings) of the work in the United Kingdom and the United States (in isolation and in a variety of orchestral, string ensemble, solo violin, and cello arrangements) in the 1880s and 1890s, but then virtually none until the 1920s and 1930s. 19 Could it have been that the intervening culture of silent screen appropriation had helped to revitalize a then-waning tradition of concert interest in the piece? With this combination of the renewal of a strong performance legacy stretching back to a period not long after the composer's death and an equally robust recent history of early-twentieth-century silent screen cultural absorption, it was not surprising that this work, described by Kapp as having "determined the image of Schumann and the conception of [his] music for generations," should continue to have been called upon in the world of the sound film. Nevertheless, arrangements of the piece-the "succes- sive new guises," the "new clothes" that were "tailored according to those changing conceptions" 20 -were one thing. But the kinds of extreme adaptation, fragmentation, recontextualizing, and commercial exploitation of the work (and those of many other composers) that were to take place in the era of sound cinema challenged the terms of a conventional reception history of music founded simply on concert or recorded performance and its associated critical apparatus. 21 In the latter contexts, Kapp may be correct to judge that "Träumerei" no longer retains its turn-of-the-century prominence, but in other creative arenas such as that of twentieth-and twenty-first-century screen repertoire it has attained something of a second-if arguably somewhat interpretatively depleted-life. This new existence poses many difficult questions pertaining to aesthetic legitimacy, authorial presence, the culture of childhood, musical intimations of meaning, and the very nature of Romantic art and fantasy-questions whose exploration may compel us to reevaluate our relationship with this music. Therefore my aims here are to disentangle and interpret the knotty historical, cultural, and aesthetic encounter between Schumannian Romanticism and later (primarily Anglo-American) mass-media screen entertainment, and thereby to shed light on the wider creative practice of employing preexistent music in screen contexts.
Schumann, Children's Music, and Cultural Economies
Recourse by Luz, Adams, and Rapée to items from Schumann's Album für die Jugend and Kinderszenen for silent-film accompaniment is significant, but not surprising. The early life of the medium, coupled with the cultural sensibilities of the time, required, among other things, the kind of direct and efficient simplicity seemingly offered by this music in order to supply the ostensibly clear-cut emotional and dramatic signification necessary for the mass communication of ideas. The employment of this music for such purposes seemed largely oblivious to the subtle qualitative distinction between works composed for children and works composed "about" childhood, however much Schumann's own often-quoted differentiation between the two collections has been left unchallenged. (Purely technical demands aside, the adult craftsman hand of the composer is very much in evidence across these pieces.) Schumann, at least the publicly adopted Schumann of Kinderszenen, shared with certain dominant areas of earliest silent-film culture a Wordsworthian acknowledgment of the pure, naïve yet earnest child that eternally exists within, and is variously reimagined by, every adult-a utopian sentiment poeticized in the quotation cited at the head of this article. What might appear to set Schumann apart from later film is a post-First-World-War sociocultural paradigm shift-intimated by the famous moral of Stravinsky's Soldier's Tale also cited abovetoward the recognition that there were limits to the viability of this psychological integration, and that accordingly things could, and perhaps should, no longer be the same as they had been before. This world seemed to have lost forever qualities of supposed innocence (or the ability to connect with such qualities), which initially would be submerged by extremes of Expressionist dystopia or absurd and cynical humor (for example, in Dada and Surrealist art, and populist screen cartoon genres with similar aesthetic agendas), and by the sophisticated screen works of the "new morality": 22
The differences between Sennett's conception of com- It is possible that Schumann's music was used in the presentation of live theatrical melodramas during the latter part of the nineteenth century, and in so far as such dramatic forms may be considered precursors to cinema it would be worthwhile investigating evidence for this. An emphatic break with (and often critique of) the past and a self-conscious embrace of the modern characterized the post-war scene. . . . Post-war Europe quickly defined the modern within an older, élitist, and highly intellectualized aesthetic sensibility. . . . But the modern as manifest in American mass culture . . . embodied democratic appeal, instant gratification, and seamless illusionism. . . . Hollywood's modernism inhered in the industrialized creation of products driven by the project of telling stories as efficiently and transparently as possible . . . and the persistence throughout the west of the signifying practices associated with Hollywood would characterize the decades to come. 23 That this shift was embedded in contexts of late-Industrial-revolution economics nevertheless masked a deeply repressed nostalgia-a sense of brokenness that formed one of the essential foundations of the Freudian psychoanalytic project. 24 After all, in the early postwar years there still existed a strong vein of sentimentalized film melodrama and homespun romance that employed "the uncomplicated narrative montage of Griffith's prewar films," 25 and it could be argued that despite its diversifying developments in other technical and aesthetic areas, mainstream cinema has never quite outgrown these tendencies. Whereas conflicting assessments of the make-up of early-twentieth-century vaudeville, nickelodeon, and picture-palace clientele make it difficult to map these developments straightforwardly onto a class-oriented "bourgeoisification of cinema" at this time, 26 it seems more certain that the forces of capitalism, spearheaded by spectacular postwar American growth, tamed and homogenized film spectatorship socioeconomically within cultures of yearning for the past and fear for the future, while also inevitably, but unwittingly, entrenching its other: the perception and jealous safeguarding of aestheticartistic differences and hierarchies. This apparent appeal to a social unity that paradoxically masks an irrevocable departure from that unity is intimated in Gerard Manley Hopkins's pointed inversion, and consequent subversion, of Wordsworth's very same sociopolitically conservative ideas in an otherwise trifling "triolet" written in the 1880s but not published until 1918:
"The child is father to the man." How can he be? The words are wild. Suck any sense from that who can: "The child is father to the man." No; what the poet did write ran, "The man is father to the child." "The child is father to the man!" How can he be? The words are wild.
("The Child is Father to the Man.") As may be inferred from Winkler, the cultural phenomenon of early film curiously combined two things: first, an extreme and potentially universalizing process of "high-art" music democratization and desacralization that was socially progressive and yet almost entirely defined by commercial concerns; and second, a process of demotic narrowing of this music's signifying potential that was creatively novel and undeniably effective in mass-media contexts but aesthetically prescriptive for its future consumption outside such contexts. With "Träumerei" this process developed from nineteenth-century precedents set in the work's increasingly bourgeois reception and consumption within salon and soirée contexts as well as piano pedagogy. With the help of the meaning accruing from these contexts and from the piece's title, such precedents quickly assumed the nature of a tradition within film scoring. Aesthetic abstraction of a rich childhood topic becomes the accompaniment of choice, whether for absurd purposes in slapstick cartoon (see below); or associated with the yearning for unreachable prelapsarian states in golden-era Hollywood melodrama and romance; or "maturing" into the symbol of convenience for an entrenched sentimentality in film of the last decade. Already uncertain distinctions between art for children and art "about" childhood recede as "Child" and "Man," or utopian vision, disillusionment, and nostalgia industry, disconnect and reconnect in antagonistic yet socially and aesthetically homogenizing ways, pushing claims of difference, hierarchy, and value judgment into the margins of a desperate conservatism itself restricted by its own brand of nostalgia for the mythical pristine.
Here we can see a curious amalgam of nineteenth-and early-twentieth-century trends in literary approaches to the child topic. Wordsworth's divine child of nature, symbol of hope and organic human integration, cedes to Matthew Arnold's "prematurely adult" child ("To a Gipsy Child," 1849) suggesting "adult despondency over a universe of fragmentation and pain"; 27 get away from it. And they, too, suddenly, hated being grown up"; when the play was performed "all the audience are children." 30 If the nineteenth century can justly be called the "century of the child," a time when "childhood was first recognized as a distinct and essential phase of human life," 31 then it is not surprising that, as Isabel Eicker has observed, the century saw a flourishing of child-inspired or child-oriented piano repertoire, among which Schumann's Kinderszenen, Album für die Jugend, and Drei Klaviersonaten für die Jugend played a prominent part in the search to reconnect with a mythical purity of youth. The coveted ideal of childhood's "capacity for fantasy" appeared to be a driving force for Schumann and others and invites us to consider its relationship with the composer's broader aesthetic development and with the issue under discussion here. Let us recall that the "Romantic and revolutionary," "socially utopian" aesthetics of Schumann was built on the promotion of a poetic music that stimulates imaginative responses, and on a "rejection of the culture of the prosaic" whereby society "trivialized and commercialized music by treating it as a commodity, an entertainment medium." 32 But this should be seen in the context of another of the composer's claims: that "philosophers can learn directly from music that, even through the outward appearance of trifling childlike levity, it is possible to say the most profound things about the world." 33 The question arises as to whether Schumann himself tapped into the cult of childhood as an act of nostalgia, as a means of returning, via Clara (whom he knew first as a child), to an Eden of lost innocence (or of reaching Clara via an Edenic path): "May you be my last, most exalted goal, Clara, angel of purity and innocence, lead me back to childhood," as he wrote in his diary two years before completing Kinderszenen. 34 Or whether in embracing the childhood topic he was identifying with something already within him, the eternal infant as poetic muse: "In man there resides a tender genius that gently opens up for the eternal child gateways to new worlds and creations, and that, unnoticed and as if by chance, leads the youth in his first love to the blossoming spring with his beloved, uniting and revealing to each other their dreams." 35 There may well have been senses of both nostalgia and self-identity wrapped up together in Schumann's creative psyche and inhabiting reconstructed childhood worlds. Is it safe to assume, then, that in aesthetic terms he would likely have greeted the cinematic appropriation of the fertile dream work at the center of Kinderszenen with a mixture of horror and resignation? After all, not only is it called into commercial service for the sake of entertainment, but also through an apparent depthless realism and confining of semantic models its industrialized reprocessing seems to elide the poetic undecidedness and rhetorical questioning so dear to his aesthetic outlook. 36 Schumann took Rellstab's critique that the collection did not conform to established norms of illustrative children's music to be a complete misconception: the "very considerable meticulousness of the enterprise" standing in "opposition to the title." "Thus we can take the title 'Kinderscenen' merely as an indication of the composer's flight of fancy; but his work refers to children as little as a Pastorale would be written for shepherds." 37 It is also well known that Schumann was critical of the kind of prescriptive and explicit program attached to a work such as Berlioz's Symphonie fantastique for "having his thoughts so rudely directed." He acknowledged that "chance influences and impressions from outside" can play important functions for composers in the act of creation, and that such ideas can enhance the exactitude of the listening experience. But the search for what we might now call music's semiotic "object" or "signified" was something that, for Schumann, can be taken too far by listeners: "One is certainly mistaken if one believes that composers take up pen and paper just with the paltry idea of expressing, or describing, or painting this or that." In this regard, and with spe- cial significance for the cinematic appropriation of music under discussion here, for good or ill, Schumann admitted: "Once the eye has been led to a given point, the ear no longer judges independently." 38 If we are to believe Schumann, the compositional process of Kinderszenen bore out his subtle aesthetic outlook in that, on the one hand, he did not crassly place children before him and "then search for tones accordingly," asserting conversely that "the titles originated afterwards" 39 (and in general titles for Schumann were "nothing but delicate directions for execution and interpretation" 40 ); but on the other hand, he conceded that "while composing, some children's heads were hovering around me." 41 Even before composing Kinderszenen he recognized the subtle element of fantasy playacting engaged in by certain music: "[which,] pretending to be a playing child with a brimfull heart that it is almost ashamed to reveal to the wise and learned . . . mischievously hides behind its tinkling musical figures . . . with wonderful sound-meanings which knock at every human heart with the quiet question 'Do you understand me?', but are by no means understood by everyone." 42 The lurking elitism of this comment whereby only the privileged few are admitted into the secret world of illumination might seem a strange bedfellow for childlike games. This Socratic dialogue intimates a tension between the private and the public that would later lie at the heart of the experience of film consumption, 43 where there is potentially less concern for individual subtlety and enigma, however much the darkened atmosphere might give the impression of the opposite, as situations and meanings are necessarily presented and received communally. In such a context everyone is required to understand, and so it would appear that the secret answer whose deferral, elusiveness, or abstruseness is the very meaning of Schumannian Romanticism has rather to be driven home in many areas of mainstream screen culture. At the behest of a twentieth-and twenty-first-century economic imperative the searching artistic profundity of "childlike levity" is traded for the certainty of information commodities in the belief that the "tinkling musical figures" are all there is. Again, in a bid to preserve putative origins, it is tempting to lapse into a reassuring aristocracy of aesthetic assumptions, and to conclude that rich connotation may thus become narrow denotation, dialogic interpretation may become monologic data-retrieval, and music may become fossilized and expedient lingua franca. Probing the nature of Schumann's practical creative life and the screen appropriation of his music may provide some insight into the validity of this apparent polarity between a "richer" nineteenth-century Romantic poetics and a "poorer" twentieth-century mass-media culture.
First, as some have noted, like so many of his early-nineteenth-century, post-patronage-era contemporaries, Schumann was compelled to confront the bourgeois marketplace with all its inherent restrictions and opportunities, particularly when as a young composer he felt the need to demonstrate his credentials as Clara's future husband, and even more intensely than most through his promotional activities as edi Home consumption of cinematic product, a result of the post-1960s television and video age, admittedly lends a different perspective to the public-private distinction, but the prevailing economics of big-screen production still determine that, apart from certain "straight-to-video/DVD" fare, the primary arena of reception is communal. Preview screenings to large groups of people demonstrate a perceived need for consensual approval and understanding. of Schumann's ability-as a musician "extremely attentive and sensitive to published reactions to his work" and faced with Wieck's patriarchal pressure-to produce marketable, accessible music. Opus 15 was certainly among his best-selling collections, reaching sales of between 300 and 350 copies in the first six months after its publication by Breitkopf and Härtel. More significantly, it bore the hallmarks of the peculiarly German phenomenon of approachable, middle-class Hausmusik, which was on the point of enjoying a revival and cultural consolidation in the Vormärz years, and indeed continued to flourish after 1848, the period in which "Träumerei" began its steady march toward independent fame and assumption into general consciousness. This must be seen in the context of Clara's populist plea to Schumann in 1839 for "something . . . easily understandable . . . without titles . . . something written for an audience," and Schumann's response to her similar request in the previous year: "Clara. . . . You write that I should write quartets-but 'please good and clear'-that sounds indeed like something from the mouth of a Dresden Fräulein." 44 Thus Kinderszenen might seem to have been in part the result of artistic compromise and personal acquiescence to the influence of a practical performing artist working in the real world of public music consumption. As early as 1840, for example, Schumann would refer to the pieces condescendingly (though not without some justification) as "mere bagatelles" in comparison with other, more substantial works. 45 And in a letter to Carl Koßmaly in 1843, he all but admitted the concessions he had had to make to professional and family demands: "when one has a wife and children it is completely different-one certainly must think of the future, one also wants to see the fruits of one's labor, not the artistic but the prosaic, which belong to life and only increase one's reputation." 46 Indeed, the degree to which the collection, and especially "Träumerei," successfully addressed the demands of the comfortable, intimate, familialcollective Hausmusik tradition, and the more challenging, communal social-collective concert tradition, as well as the philosophical demands of early Romantic music aesthetics, is something that screen appropriations compel us to reconsider in their recontextualizing and reimagining of the work's signifying range and function.
Anomalies emerge from this process of musical domestication engendered by Clara who, as an internationally renowned concert pianist, was not only already well versed in matters of public musical commerce but also occupied a traditionally masculine social space in the partnership. These circumstances may well have magnified for Schumann the difficulty, even futility, of trying either to maintain (as a man) or fully to escape (as a Romantic artist) the kind of petit-bourgeois familial arrangements, taste, and outlook inherited from his parents. Although, as Michael Steinberg notes, such a legacy risked "transform[ing] the home into the kleinbürgerlich nightmare from which Schumann could never free himself," 47 the degree to which this shift overlapped with the kind of feminization of the composer's creative personae suggested by Lawrence Kramer (via Nietzsche and Schumann's own comments from 1838) is open to debate. 48 The central paradox here is that on the one hand this seemingly inescapable "intimacy and privacy"-for Steinberg ostensibly "split off from the public and rhetorical"-nevertheless become markers of wider Biedermeier fashion, of what he calls "bourgeois essentialism and rigidity," 49 was a prime contributor. On the other hand, Schumann's earlier crusade against Philistinism was couched in a belief that his music, ideas, and contributions to culture would inaugurate a new generation of cognoscenti that would act as a buttress against the degradation of art and artistic standards: "An advance of our art would occur first with an advance of artists towards an aristocracy of the mind, the statutes of which do not merely demand knowledge of the bare mechanics . . . in order to bring about an epoch of a higher level of general musical culture." 50 History has shown that the first of these paths of transformation continued unabated since its first instantiation in Biedermeier culture. It occurred initially through the widespread assumption of an uprooted "Träumerei," and arrangements thereof, into public consciousness in post-Biedermeier German (and wider European) society such that, according to views stretching across the last half-century, the work has "achieved universal recognition," "assumed an independent existence," and "attained household status." 51 This path then intensified and diversified in the more rigidly bourgeois and increasingly commercial patterns of consumption lying at the heart of the cinematic experience in the early twentieth century (and later)-a process that was part of a larger shift in tension between notions of high and low and communal vs. personal culture that Lawrence Levine charts in turn-of-the-century America. 52 Resembling Schumann's adult perspective on childhood topics in Kinderszenen, this consumption combined childlike wonderment, "a vacillation between belief and incredulity" 53 at the novelty and power of the medium, with unchildlike awareness of the signifying properties of its audio-visual content. As the spectacular "cinema of attractions" 54 gave way to narrative constructions, as silent film turned to sound film, and as music's function within these multimedia complexes shifted between varied layers of aesthetic dominance and subservience, practicality and semantic resonance, so in their responses audiences veered between surrendering to purely sensory experience (as film music "recaptures the pleasure of the [infant's] sonorous envelope" and "primordial sonic space" 55 ) and culturally identifying with music "as a signifying structure, and . . . as a form of representation and emotional expression," sometimes "foregrounded in order to further the . . . sense of structural unity or narrative coherence" 56 or even to suggest dimensions of meaning supplementary or contrary to those of a film's other domains. This widespread historical model of cinematic development is itself predicated on a Freudian metaphor that in turn owes much to Romantic theorizing about the importance of childhood: "in Gunning's suggestion that the cinema of attractions somehow survives (albeit in a suppressed way) in the primarily narrative-driven classical cinema, we can recognize the widely shared belief that childhood traits continue to exist inside every adult." 57 Keeping such developments in mind, we may now turn to the ways in which "Träumerei" has specifically figured and functioned in these conflicting spectacle-and storyoriented contexts of film's history. The "Träumerei" Protocol in Sound Cinema
Animation. Resistance to the demotic trends of popular cultural appropriation remained strong in some quarters. As late as 1927 the composer and regular Musical Times contributor Alexander Brent-Smith, clinging to fading concepts of authorial presence, found it inconceivable for a work such as "Träumerei" to be placed successfully in anything other than a serious context: "Try to imagine Schumann using his 'Träumerei' or Schubert his 'Litany' for the theme of the story of the sleeping princess and the brawling knight! It is unthinkable. Those composers knew that their music was beautiful, and they prized it too highly to spoil it with humour." 58 Despite this, it is no accident that in the first wave of its appropriation by sound cinema (1932-53) fourteen of the nineteen instances I have been able to identify are from cartoons-the archetypal entertainment model designed for adult-as-child viewing, plying caricature and absurdity in its packaging of sentiment (see Table 1 ). 59 It should be noted that before the advent of television adults formed an essential part of the target demographic of animated film and have come to do so again only in recent years. 60 Thus the use of culturally entrenched repertoire such as "Träu-merei" fulfilled a practical as well as a putative aesthetic function in encouraging audiences to take pleasure in the recognition of the familiar-a practice that certainly stretched back to live piano accompaniment in the 1910s 61 and possibly to even earlier stage practices. The ironies of cartoon repertoire in its 1930s-50s "golden age" are manifold. First, the production of cartoons as unashamedly popular massentertainment nevertheless depended for its impact on levels of cultural and musical literacy that cut across prevailing high-low/popular-classical divisions and, in typically rapidfire symbolic or iconic composite scores, tapped into the "collective unconscious which . . . unknowingly makes the connection between the few bars of the motif . . . and the plot development or idea put across on screen." 62 Second, as audiences quickly became more adept at identifying, or identifying with, musical numbers, and as composers and arrangers such as Carl Stalling became cleverer at compiling mosaic scores, efficiency dictated both that ever smaller excerpts were all that were needed to produce the desired effect, and that "the canon of classical film music . . . was reduced by cartoons to an even more limited set of works." Third, despite this reliance on knowledge of classical repertoire, there was, as Daniel Goldmark has observed of Hollywood cartoons of this era-a repertoire "never seen by the public as anything but pop culture" 63 -a marked leaning (implicit and often explicit) toward the comedic undermining of "high-art" pretensions. This multiform process of narrowing the focus of what constituted classical "high-art" music in the eyes of the cinemagoing public, of paring down content in forms of extreme synecdochical communication reminiscent of the short cuts of everyday speech, and of subverting elitist aesthetic hierarchies, was but one part of the response to the nineteenthcentury Anglo-American "sacralization of culture" and of the subsequent renegotiations of cultural space identified by Levine Sometimes embedded in highly skillful and inventive compilation scores and at other times forming a more extended section of "underscore," "Träumerei" excerpts lasting between 7.5 secs. and 1 min. 48 secs. generally fulfill three differing levels of increasingly prominent and complex aesthetic and semantic function, which I term "reflective," "active," and "selfreferential"-though these functions are somewhat permeable-in the context of two interrelated emotional situations as identified below. "Reflective" usage tends to be aesthetically and semantically predictable in that a fragment or portion of the piece is employed for the purposes of mirroring the scene's instantaneous or short-lived emotional conditions. Such usage recruits the music's immediate and unequivocal association with either romantic attachment or death/loss-related pathos (genuine or mock, depending on the general tenor of the story), occasionally mediated through the topos of the dream. For example, in Porky's Poultry Plant (1936) the music appears when a weeping Porky is surveying a wall of posters bearing the names of (presumably dead) chickens that had been kidnapped by a predatory hawk. In Porky's 
s father suspects of trying to kill his son). The pathetic note left on his pillow: "the bird is my friend, he saved me and I'm going to look for him" is accompanied by a solo-violin version full of portamenti. Thus a first-level semantics establishes itself in these examples around basic sentiments of sorrow and love, whether played "straight" or associated with ridicule. The extent to which such readings drew on Schumann's reputation as "suffering romantic hero" forged by a devoted Clara (always dressed in the black attire of widowhood in public ap-
The category of "active" usage presents a different level of aesthetically provocative scoring, in which the music intervenes to embody, drive, or affect the narrative and scenario rather than merely supplying emotional "corroboration." Fiddling Around (also known
work, which is an extremely labored "Träumerei" played with ridiculously excessive portamenti. So forcefully emotive is the performance that, drawing on the same pathos topic, the cartoon soon has Mickey reduced to tears, griefstricken, moaning (on or near a sustained F), interrupting himself by having to blow his nose, and finally exiting the stage, unable to complete the work. The ensuing rapturous applause seems to respond as much to the artistic involvement, devotion, and resulting "justifiable" breakdown as it does to the expressive feeling of what is actually played-indeed the two are perhaps inseparable here. What seems to be lampooned is the overly affected manner of classical artistic self-sacrifice to the demands of "great art." Schumann's piece, short enough for a good proportion of it to fit into the cartoon's timescale, is evidently held to be both an ideal vehicle, undoubtedly because of its real-world historical susceptibility to over-sentimentalized performance styles, and a universal emblem of cultural hierarchies on account of its widespread familiarity to audiences.
Three's a Crowd (1932) offers an interesting mixture of highbrow and lowbrow cultural allusions. Here a dance-orchestra version of the piece with additional countermelodies and links between phrases, is rhythmically regularized 65 Although I have not conducted a comprehensive and systematic survey, it is worth noting that organ arrangements of "Träumerei" were included in Melodious Melodies Arranged for the Organ Kid (1936) , plays more blatantly on the high-low cultural distinction, in a markedly Yiddish context of family interactions and vocabulary. It employs "Träumerei" diegetically as archetype of highbrow classical music when an owl hatchling immediately strikes up the tune on his violin to the approval of his strict music-teacher father (Prof. Fritz Owl) who has banned jazz from the house. Hailed by the father as "a Fritz Kreisler," the hatchling is preceded by an operatic sibling singing an aria from Donizetti's Lucia di Lammermoor and followed by another playing Mendelssohn's "Frühlingslied" on the flute, respectively greeted as "a Caruso" and "a Mendelssohn." By the end of the narrative this parental musical prejudice is finally overturned on the basis of the commercial success of the popular music style practiced by a fourth, renegade, hatchling vocalist named Owl Jolson, and through the father's eventual willingness to sacrifice "high" aesthetic principles for the sake of familial unity. In other words, social cohesion is portrayed as dependent on the embracing of popular culture and on becoming 66 The comic story of the builder Lem Putt who specialized in building outdoor "privvies." Chic Sale (1885-1936) was a well-known stage comedian and film actor. part of a mass consumer marketplace, in this case represented by Owl Jolson's success on the radio. The question remains as to whether the abandonment of "old world" values in this intergenerational conflict should be interpreted as exacerbating or negating what by the turn of the century, Levine suggests, was an already "exaggerated antithesis . . . between the aesthetic and the Philistine, the worthy and the unworthy, the pure and the tainted." 69 Taking into account the significant historical context of the film being parodied here, the program of music on display was almost certainly intended to echo, and perhaps also to celebrate, crucial events in the advent of film sound that had occurred a decade before the cartoon's release, and whose epoch-making repercussions would still have been felt by audiences. In 1926, a year before the appearance of Jolson's film The Jazz Singer, Warner Bros. gave the first public demonstration of their Vitaphone sound-on-disc system in New York. The program featured a series of shorts containing musical performances of well-known classics and vaudeville items: Wagner's Tannhäuser Overture (New York Philharmonic), Dvořák's Humoresque (Mischa Elman, violin), Verdi's aria "Caro nome" from Rigoletto (Marion Talley, soprano), popular and vaudeville numbers by a Russian troupe of dancers, the guitarist Roy Smeck and the singer Anna Case, variations on Beethoven's "Kreutzer" Sonata (Efrem Zimbalist, violin), and Leoncavallo's aria "Vesti la giubba" from Pagliacci (Giovanni Martinelli, tenor). 70 Another account of the program even lists Fritz Kreisler among the artists, as well as Jolson himself performing "Rock-a-Bye Your Baby with a Dixie Melody" in a filmed vaudeville sequence called "A Plantation Act." 71 The path toward cinema's subsumption and collective popularization of the cultural spectrum had begun to be trod.
The host of the radio talent show featured in I Love to Singa, on which Owl Jolson achieves fame, is named Jack Bunny in obvious homage to one of America's best-loved comedians, Jack Benny. By the end of the 1930s Benny was an established radio star, with programs for CBS and NBC that would last into the mid-1950s (and beyond in repeat broadcasts). His miserly, self-satisfied comic persona was in large part built on an early vaudeville career (ca. 1911-21) as a violinist in a duo act at one time called "From Grand Opera to Ragtime." He would subsequently gain considerable comic mileage from mocking his own classical training through pretentious claims of talent or simply by playing extremely badly. He thus contributed to a significant strand of comedy performance that persisted in various guises well into the late twentieth century, and indeed was a fundamental aspect of early film-music practice. 72 One of the most gratuitous attempts in goldenage animated film finally to demolish high art pretensions is made in the Jack Benny spoof Malibu Beach Party (1940), in which the comedian entertains Hollywood greats at his house only to ruin the party and force guests to leave with his own "diegetic," "soured" violin-andpiano version of "Träumerei" with excruciatingly bad tuning. The very power of emotive Romantic repertoire to subjugate-a power so closely associated with this piece-is pilloried here, as the wretchedness of the performance debilitates the music, making it necessary for the Jack Benny character to pin down his minstrel-like black servant Winchester to the floor: "Someone's going to listen to this. Isn't this number beautiful, Winchester?," to which Winchester replies "under the circumstances, yes." The blackface of Jolson and the entire history Through the cynical lens of its Benny character, Malibu Beach Party is as much deriding the music's status as over-used and thus enfeebled formula in screen media, as it is attacking the posturing of the classical music aesthetic it might represent. The problem of affective fatigue in the use of the music intensified during the course of the twentieth century, though, as we have seen and as discussed below, certain types of usage nevertheless succeeded in releasing the considerable potential cultural energy stored up within music as cliché.
Into the "self-referential" category fall two examples that, in their different ways, encapsulate the complexity of the aesthetic, cultural, and historical situation I have been discussing so far. The Old Grey Hare (1944) has Bugs Bunny and Elmer Fudd transported to the year 2000 where, in old age, their relationship continues unchanged and from which perspective they reminisce about their first encounter as babies, when the antagonism began. In this historically synoptic account, the composer/ compiler of the score, Carl Stalling, portrays Schumann's "Träumerei" as having become deeply ingrained in the lives of these characters and, by extension, in the putative world of the cartoon in the year 2000. The hapless Elmer Fudd (virtuosically voiced by Mel Blanc), who has yet again been fooled by Bugs into thinking he has mortally wounded his nemesis, sobs at the "result" of his action (while Bugs starts to dig his own grave) in a way that precisely traces the melodic contours of the string version of "Träumerei" faintly accompanying at this point. As soon as Bugs has managed to trick Elmer into entering the grave instead, the music switches back to the familiar raglike, brassy, syncopated "Merrie Melodies" music. The traversal of diegetic boundaries, penetrating psychological areas of a character (however absurdly slapstick), is significant. The vocalization is internal to Elmer's psyche. But it also points externally both to the underscore of this specific narrative cartoon and to the wider history of cartoon practice in which use of the music had by this time become associated with acts of roguish emotional deception as humor (compare with Duck Soup to Nuts and Hare Ribbin' from the same year, and Hare Trimmed from 1953). The plot's chronological projections suggest a degree of self-reflexiveness on the part of the genre in relation to its history, which is enhanced by the headlines of the newspaper Elmer reads from the year 2000: "Bing Crosby's Horse Hasn't Come In Yet!" (a topical jibe at Crosby's knack at the time of backing poor racehorses), "Smellevision Replaces Television! Carl Stalling sez, 'It will never work!'" (a dig at the then potential emergence of home viewing as a rival to cinema).
The Hot Cha Melody of 1935 is yet more historically trenchant in its unique invocation of the ghost of the composer. 73 Krazy Kat is a Tin Pan Alley music hack instructed by the devil figure that emanates from inside his own head to steal Schumann's "Träumerei," jazz it up after the manner of Al Jolson and George Gershwin, and make a hit out of it. 74 Mischievously, the devil then awakens the composer's 73 I am very grateful to Ivan Raykoff for bringing this cartoon to my attention, and to Daniel Goldmark for supplying me with a copy. ghost from a statue, which desperately screams "My music!," storms into Krazy's room and destroys numerous radios that are churning out versions of the song by various star singers (including Bing Crosby, Rudy Vallee, the Boswell Sisters, and Kate Smith). Krazy is finally chased inside the piano by Schumann who pummels him with the hammers by playing another tune, which the Kat, though literally being beaten by the tools of his own trade, eventually also declares a hit. In the end, then, there is no escape for Schumann from the appropriation of his music. At a very early stage in its history the cartoon industry is here unashamedly acknowledging and sending up its own emerging practices and those of the previous silent-film tradition, that is, of raiding the classics and playing what purists might see as the morally questionable game of appropriation and aesthetically reductive manipulation. Moreover, The Hot Cha Melody presents this within the context of a conveyor-belt music industry in which songwriters are under pressure to produce material and think nothing of stealing each other's ideas. The solution to creative blockage, dreamt up by the musician's own mental demons, proves uncontrollable and comes back to haunt its very progenitor.
There is, however, a highly significant, if fleeting, moment of ambiguity in the cartoon (at 5:19), when Schumann's ghost is standing below Krazy's window in the middle of Tin Pan Alley surrounded by neon advertisements for the "Hot Cha Melody" hit version of his piece. A series of radio performances from wellknown popular singers has just been heard. After the last of them by a scat-singing blackface minstrel, the composer can be seen briefly moving rhythmically to and almost conducting the music despite himself, momentarily dancing to the tune of the devil's commercial machinations, as it were, before clambering into Krazy's room, accusing him repeatedly: "You stole my melody, you stole my melody." Furthermore, the music that Schumann ends up playing as a physical punishment of Krazy is distinctly raglike with its four-square syncopated melody and vamping bass: a turning of the tables through a return act of theft, perhaps, or else a surrender to the still-dominant paradigm.
Although it is dangerous to speculate anachronistically, we are entitled to question whether any attempt to correlate early Romantic Schumannesque categories of humour, irony, or wit with the kind of comedy on display here would be fruitful. Let us recall that masquerade, role-playing, and adoption of personae were fundamental elements in Schumann's Romantic carnevalesque aesthetic whose process of dissembling both cloaked and intensified deeper realities of meaning. The twin roles of a Eusebian tendency toward sentimentality and a Florestanesque tendency toward mischievous irony in his music-the "melancholy magical allusions" of emotions that the latter then "roguishly hides" 75 -are also striking characteristics of the screen use of "Träumerei" as it veers between maudlin and mocking, ingenuous and cynical polarities. Cartoon absurdity derived from caricature and stereotype plays with clichés of sentimentality. Its slapstick comic context may seem somewhat blunter than Jean Paul's "learned satire," Heine's manipulation of cliché, or the sophisticated, anarchic legacy of Sternian language and narrative games. Yet it would nevertheless be illuminating to contextualize Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Elmer Fudd, Yosemite Sam, Krazy Kat, Mickey Mouse, Owl Jolson, Jack Benny, and the characters from Three's a Crowd-some fictional, some real-in terms of a latter-day Commedia dell'Arte corpus of figures of the kind that, along with actual people, Schumann called upon in literary-critical contexts and musically "animated" in richly allusive fashion in Carnaval. At first sight it might seem that in the cartoon repertoire discussed above we are confronted with a newly intensified poetics of the vulgar-a perversely romanticized mass economics of instant gratification and indulgence that grinds down and fragments the already miniature-rather than a vanguard culture with exalted revolutionary goals and challenging methods that might see the world in a grain of sand. However, Schumann himself may well have experienced some form of nineteenth-century precursor to "low" humor in the 1840s fashion for vaudeville theater modeled on French comedies with popular musical accompaniments, and representative of the less exalted end of what Biedermeier culture had to offer. Furthermore, his imaginary formation of the "Davidsbund" was both a product and a subversion of Biedermeier culture and society. Schumann was aware that, as in many other Austro-German cities in the Vormärz years, the activities of any new association in Leipzig would excite the interest of political censors.
Conditions were somewhat more relaxed in Leipzig than in Metternich's Vienna, adding all the more to expectations of controversy: "For many the mystery of the whole thing held a special attraction, and above all-as with anything that is disguised-a particular power," as Schumann noted of the "Davidsbund," which had become "something of a sensation" in Leipzig. 76 One of his most significant targets was superficiality and empty showmanship in the form of the traveling virtuoso. Through its own, lowlier "smile at the trivialities of life," 77 animated film of the early twentieth century (to whose plotlines masking through "dressing up" and disguise is endemic) took this same impulse and subject matter to iconoclastic levels, forcing audiences to think anew about entrenched popular classics and encouraging them to laugh in the face of ostentatious classical pyrotechnics, in a context that had a mixed potential for sociocultural and aesthetic progressiveness as well as its opposite. Whether the specific kind of souring of "Träumerei" in Malibu Beach Party or the musical and cultural parody of Fiddling Around could ultimately be said to stand for the extreme end of a spectrum of general cinematic flattening of the kind of poetic legacy that Schumann wished to bequeath in his music and writings is a question on which the use of the music in the rather differently constituted aesthetic of liveaction cinema may be able to shed further light.
Live action. Live-action repertoire partially overlaps with cartoon in the function and contexts of its use of "Träumerei," but also offers distinct dimensions in its scoring practice. Between 1935 and 1948 at least seven feature films made use of the piece, including two whose subject matter was the composer himself. Four predate the Schumann biopics Träumerei (1944) and Song of Love (1947). More will be said of Break of Hearts (1935) below, but the rest, the comedy-romances We Went to College (1936) and Americaner Shadchen (1940), include relatively straightforward diegetic arrangements of the piece with romantic symbolism in the contexts of a college reunion and a wedding. In a reflection of its recent cartoon heritage, the comedy-crime-caper A Slight Case of Murder (1938) employs a comic orchestral version for trombone and strings nondiegetically, as the former gangster Edward G. Robinson checks that his rough orphan-boy ward is asleep and engages in mock-serious dialogue about the "halo" around the boy's head. Thus familiar topics of romantic attachment and dream, presented both "straight" and ironically, were present at an early stage in live-action usage.
Produced under the auspices of the then Nazi-controlled UFA (Universum Film Aktiengesellschaft), Harald Braun's Träumerei is nevertheless an entirely nonpropagandist biographical account of the composer and his relationship with Clara. 78 Compared with its American counterpart, it is historically more accurate and markedly free of sentimentality and melodrama, particularly in its treatment of Schumann's mental breakdown. Indeed it displays a depth and seriousness of aesthetic reflection that sets it apart from much contemporaneous Hollywood output. Through the power of Schumann's music, Clara's performances, and their relationship, an initially intransigent Wieck is com- pelled to rethink his outlook. Near the beginning of the film he peruses and criticizes "Träumerei," the score of which Schumann has just presented to Clara, and which Wieck overhears her playing for the first time. Schumann asks him for Clara's hand, to which Wieck responds: "Life admits of no dreams." "But art thrives on dreams . . . it is dream" replies Schumann; Wieck: "Art and life are enemies . . . forget your dreams." By the narrative conclusion, after Schumann's death, Wieck has relented: "Art is greater than life" and, mirroring Schumann's sentiments earlier expressed to Brahms ("Music is solace and dream"), he continues: "it is our solace and our duty."
Opus 15, no. 7 is imaginatively woven into the film's opening orchestral credit sequence by the music editor Werner Eisbrenner. Its opening melodic fourth is used several times as a familiar "hook" and as the departure point for newly composed material. The first two measures of the melody later return to round off the sequence. Unlike Song of Love, but in common with almost all other screen usage of the piece (diegetic or nondiegetic), here Clara's performances are incomplete (Table 1) . For whatever reason, the statement in B shifting to the relative minor (mm. 13-16) is omitted on first hearing. At the very end of the film the aged Clara receives a standing ovation before describing Schumann as "the star of my life," sitting down at the piano, stating simply "Träumerei," and playing the first four and last four measures, as a kind of compressed coda or peroratio to the narrative. Just as the opening credit sequence drew us into the world of the film through its adaptations of the melody, so here underscored strings join the last phrase to frame our exit from the diegesis. The historical, personal, and creative are blended sensitively by Braun. Clara first dreams she is playing the piece to an audience at one of her upcoming Parisian concerts: "Mesdames et Messieurs, I will play the 'Träumerei' by Herr Robert Schumann" she announces, curtseying in front of the piano. At the sanatorium, his mind gone, Schumann presents a scrawled manuscript to Clara with the same announcement, whereupon mm. 1-4 can momentarily be heard on a non-or meta-diegetic piano, perhaps "projected" from his or her imagination. The overturning of Wieck's judgment is aestheticized as the overcoming of a passionless, unimaginative rationalism. If for Wieck Schumann's music is "lacking in rigour and form . . . his talent is obscure," these very qualities are celebrated by Schumann's generation as the work of "revolutionaries," in the words of the composer himself. Out of this tiny piece, or fragments of it, emerges an entire aesthetic of musical romanticism as dream-expression, which, as even Wieck is ultimately compelled to admit, transcends pain and happiness.
As its credits acknowledge, the American Schumann biopic Song of Love (1947) plays fast and loose with factual accuracy regarding the composer's relationship with Clara and her musical activities. Nonetheless "Träumerei," presented completely free of irony, interestingly provides entrance to and exit from the highly sentimentalized narrative. At the beginning, after finishing her performance of Liszt's Piano Concerto No. 1 in a public concert, she asks her father in the wings if she can play "Träumerei" as the encore, but Wieck insists that the encore will be "La Campanella." Clara nevertheless goes ahead and plays her choice, announces it as the work of a "new" composer, and afterwards explains defiantly to her father (who, significantly, accuses her of childishness) that she did it for Robert (who was in the audience) because of her love for him. Toward the end of the film, an ailing Schumann starts to play the piece for Clara in the sanatorium, claiming that he had just composed it for her. The sentiment of the performance is notably augmented by the seemingly intentional repeat of the bass G at the end of m. 7, lending extra poignancy to the diminished-seventh chord above. Schumann is unable to complete the piece, however, and falls on to a harsh dissonance, an act that signifies his death. Despite the unsurprisingly hagiographic nature of the film's conventional plot, "Träumerei," which significantly is heard complete and fragmented, thus encompasses an extended range of semantic levels. It supports an ambiguous adult-child emotional axis in the reaction of Clara's father and that of the juvenile Prince in the concert audience who takes a special interest in the piece and the player. It encapsulates the bliss of the burgeoning personal relationship between 294 19 TH CENTURY MUSIC Clara and Robert-as a kind of bulwark against parental and social disapproval. It is held to represent the simplicity and directness of a "new" kind of music set against the empty display and drama of the Liszt Concerto (however historically misconceived). It acts as a focus of individual inwardness in a public arena that has just been treated to a virtuosic exhibition, thus more closely matching the conflict between the collective and the private experience inherent to cinematic consumption. It embodies nostalgia and its inverse in loss of memory, at the end of the composer's life, through recognition of the music's significance and that of the tragic inability to complete it. Finally it symbolizes a gateway to death, the last gesture of a dying man more poignant than any verbal farewell. For all its excesses, inaccuracies and triteness-for example, Clara only ever performed Kinderszenen in private gatherings in the 1830s and early 1840s 79 -and with obvious regard to its status as Schumann biopic, Song of Love invokes signifying possibilities that would certainly fall within the "active" category outlined above, and that have a surprisingly high degree of complexity and subtlety within the film's romanticized narrative orbit. Since the film operates on the clear terms of romantic hero worship, the exalted but fragile nature of artistic creativity, and the biography of the work's very creator, it would be wrong to compare it baldly with the cartoon repertoire previously discussed. In general sentiment it is perhaps closest to Tom Thumb in Trouble, but what it gains in straightforward "respect" for the piece it loses in its lack of the kind of terse contemporary social critique allied to other repertoire's fields of manipulative irony through radical fragmentation, recontextualizing, and reductio ad absurdum.
Though less varied in its semantic palette, the use of "Träumerei" in Break of Hearts (1935) gives an early example of the screen medium's awareness of the multifunctional potential of a single, moderately extended, music cue. This film has a narrative similar in many respects to that of Song of Love: Katharine Hepburn (who also went on to play Clara in the later film) is a struggling young composer-pianist who falls for and marries an eminent but somewhat rakish orchestral conductor. Problems ensue, but "Träumerei" is the music that underpins the all-important initial sealing of the relationship. In just under three minutes of screen time the mood progresses from lighthearted awkwardness to declared and fulfilled passion, and it is the treatment of the music that allows this progression to be accepted as natural. After Hepburn's character plays the opening four measures for her soon-to-be lover-this was the first piece she ever performed in public, we are told-a nondiegetic string arrangement with ubiquitous portamenti takes over with the next phrase, and he slips into reverie: "I can picture you . . . your feet hardly touching the pedals." They move closer and the intimacy develops with glowing close-ups of her face and initial physical contact. Then follow three dissolves without dialogue but smoothed over by the continuing underscore: to the inside of a taxi, to a shot of their feet walking up the steps of her apartment, and to the unlocking of her door which, after touching her hand, he does himself. Inside the apartment they briefly kiss and declare their love. Significantly, the kiss takes place just after the beginning of the third phrase from the end (m. 17, the return of the opening melody), whereupon two passing chromaticisms are added to the part-writing in order to provide a "sweetening" effect typical of Hollywood and to strengthen the anchoring in the tonic (passing C to D in the move to the subdominant chord, m. 18, and passing G to A in the move to tonic in second inversion, mm. 18-19). Whether mundanely for purely practical purposes of fitting the score to the cutting, or subtly to cement the sense of unalloyed union and interim closure, the part of the final phrase comprising the momentarily diverting chromaticized move to the supertonic G minor (mm. 23-24) is omitted. 80 Music, particularly nineteenth-century music, is the subject of this film in more ways than one. Its predominantly compiled score in- The Hepburn character's own "composition" (presumably written by Max Steiner, in the style of a turn-ofthe-century popular "classic"), which brings the couple together, permeates the rest of the scoring. It is used as a conduit for the conductor's mental recovery and a symbol of Hepburn's devotion to him at the end of the film. In the bar where he languishes in a drunken stupor, she plays it with rising intensity (accompanied by swelling nondiegetic orchestra) on the pianola that had previously been churning out a feverish ragtime. The piece opens with a rising fourth as if it will continue as "Träumerei," but unfolds in a different direction, more akin to the lightly chromaticized romantic style of Hollywood film scoring that became standard practice in the 1930s. Together with the film's wider musical repertoire, "Träumerei" supplies the context for the burgeoning narrative of human relationships, and, both diegetically and nondiegetically, it provides emotive contours, "aesthetic sealant" 81 for visual shifts in time and place, and perhaps most important of all a catalyst for romantic attachment and devotion. As a nineteenth-century fragment that "just is, like a single gesture of the hand," 82 "Träumerei" is curiously subject to a degree of both restriction and "enhancement" in the scene in which it is used: the former aesthetically and semantically through sentimentality, emotive anchoring, and formal cuts; and the latter through extraneous musical material and through being invested with a temporality that, with the help of harmonic additives, draws more of a sense of linear architecture from the work than its cyclic, repetitive phrase openings would otherwise suggest. As Altman notes: "in order to assure its film future, music had to abandon its first principles" of internal logic. 83 What has replaced that logic in this instance is a specified emotional narrative to which the unfolding of the music is assigned as carefully aligned practical (diegetic) entry point, ambient (nondiegetic) mood and aesthetic backdrop extending over changes of location and the progress of romance, and repository of levels of passion depicted and felt by characters and audience. We, the couple, and the music melt as the longed-for kiss takes place-a consummation that causes, as much as it is reflected by, the chromatic alterations to the harmony.
For those who subscribe to a strict Schopenhauerian view of the noumenal nature of music, the repercussions of this are potentially vast: nothing less than an overturning of the idea of Romantic musical transcendence, a debunking of the myth of the metaphysics of absolute music and the primacy of instrumental music, and a denial of music's "domain of the infinite" and "nameless longing" accessed through disinterested contemplation of its autonomous nature. While film might be accused of dealing in, indeed relying upon, the complete contingency of music, for adherents to programmatic thinking or a belief in music's thorough sociocultural entailment and mediated nature, this very contingency is what gives music its power and significance. The cinematic use of "Träumerei" would in this case offer another, albeit more explicit and determined, kind of fanciful, inventive engagement with music's expressive meaning, general mood, or atmosphere: "Unconsciously along with the musical image an idea continues to operate along with the ear, the eye; and this, the ever active organ, perceives among the sounds and tones certain contours which may solidify and assume the shape of clear cut figures," as Schumann explained the compositional process, whose aesthetic points ahead to the multiple modalities of cinematic perception. 84 In this sense, film merely supplies sets of associations equivalent in kind to, though not necessarily precisely matching, the imaginative responses 81 Smith, "Unheard Melodies?," p. 237. the composer considered a natural and legitimate part of the music-listening experience, especially in the case of Charakterstücke such as those that make up Kinderszenen. The only questions that remain are, if through force of exposure we predominantly or only perceive the films' images whenever we encounter the music, does this amount to a degradation of the latter's aesthetic properties? And if film is "putting words into our mouths" by putting them into the "mouth" of the music, does this diminish the depth and latitude of our free-floating imaginations? We may be in a better position to address these questions after the current examination of "Träumerei" in cinema is pursued to more recent manifestations of the practice.
On the back of Song of Love, M-G-M produced Big City the following year (1948), a deeply sentimental forerunner of Three Men and a Baby in which the great German soprano and recent star at the New York Metropolitan Opera, Lotte Lehmann, plays a sweet-natured Jewish grandmother figure helping to nurture an abandoned baby. Having sung a version of Brahms's Lullaby to the child in the early part of the film, she later sings along wordlessly to an arrangement of "Träumerei" for piano, cello, and concertina played during a brief musical soirée by the three men who had first stumbled across the foundling. By this stage in the film the child in question has reached the age of twelve, and various layers of allusion and homage in the performance may be inferred: from a noted German émigré, then resident in Santa Barbara, to her European cultural heritage; to the late-nineteenth-century Hausmusik legacy of chamber-ensemble arrangements of the work evidenced by the Simon publication cited above, and destined for intimate musical occasions such as that depicted here; from the caring female character to her past role as the "materfamilias" in bringing up the lost child; and to the unifying power of music and childhood embedded in the work, which transcends the religious and cultural differences between the Jewish, Protestant, and Catholic protagonists. The piece is sampled (only the first and last phrases of the piece are heard), while the camerawork poignantly shifts ever closer to Lehmann during the scene from a wide general shot of all, to a medium shot of the three female characters (Lehmann, child, and the love interest of one of the men), to a close-up of Lehmann's earnest face. The scene's prioritizing of music as emotive cipher over the preservation of its work-centered structural integrity provides yet further substantiation of Altman's claims.
Interest in "Träumerei" waned somewhat in later postwar years, and after 1953 it does not seem to have been used again until 1972 and is thereafter present in only seven more films. Perhaps it was a sign that exhaustion of the music's first-level aesthetic and semantic capabilities had finally set in: "Träumerei" could not escape the identity it had assumed as cliché, and even the power invested in this cliché was diminishing. Its absence may also have resulted from the rise of the specially composed film score during the Hollywood golden era, as well as subsequent decreasing interest in European classical music as both stylistic model and preexistent score in favor of popular music styles and repertoire during the post-studio systemall of which pushed film music in different directions. The art-film circuit may have chosen to steer clear of its hackneyed associations, and where it does appear, its use is often no more than a pale imitation of earlier conventions. For example, Visconti's Ludwig (1972) places "Träumerei" within a predominantly Wagnerian score in a passage near the beginning of the film with other movements from op. 15. The troubled Ludwig is walking at night through a snowbound Bavarian park with his cousin Sissi, with whom he appears to be in love. "Träumerei" steals in when the conversation begins to get personal, but the performance, though on piano, is strangely altered: the melody is stripped of some of its arpeggiation, and alterations are made to the melodic contour in mm. 6, 7, 10, and 11. Some of these changes introduce Schumann-like appoggiaturas, for example, a 4-3 (F-E) over chord C 6 4 in m. 7 3 , a 4-3 (C-B ) over chord Gm in m. 11 1 , and a 9-8 (A-G) over chord Gm 6 4 in m. 11 3 -which serve all the more to highlight the relatively subdued levels of dissonance in the original. The performance is rhythmically very erratic, as if improvised, and the overall effect is oddly detached, as if Schumann's music were little more than an unremarkable, absentmindedly doodled and embroidered salon piece for the aristocratic classes, which has a degree of historical veracity for the 1860s-80s period of the film's setting. Schumann's piece accompanies the onset of possible courtship and is set against Wagner's music, which is employed for the "real" passion, drama, and tragedy of subsequent events. Such aesthetic distinctions are not particularly favorable to Schumann, but given the film's subject matter it could perhaps hardly have been otherwise.
Because they partake in modes and contexts of usage very similar to those of the repertoire previously discussed (a fact significant in itself), most of the remaining live-action films may be dealt with briefly. Madame Sousatzka (1988) is a reworking of the struggling musician story in which the young pianist strikes up "Träumerei" at a dinner party to the rapt attention of his entourage. It acts as confirmation of the budding musician's artistic depth and value. Schumann's Piano Concerto also marks the musician's controversial public debut against the wishes of his eccentric and overbearing teacher. Tea with Mussolini (1999) follows the grief and mourning theme by having the piece played on solo violin during a ceremony of remembrance at the tomb of Elizabeth Barrett Browning in Florence. This happens while the eccentric art lover played by Judi Dench flamboyantly recites one of her poems, and the scene is intercut with shots of the unwanted child at the heart of the story. Recourse to the music in a 1930s European setting such as this reflects a degree of historical accuracy regarding the piece's reception history both in the real world of that time and in films made during that period, enacting a kind of double homage. Moreover, the style and mood of the much-heard principal theme of the composed score by Stefano Arnaldi and Alessio Vlad, mostly used to symbolize the high-art culture, art, and spirit of the city, are clearly modeled on the Schumann piece. Mike Figgis's fragmented, parablelike The Loss of Sexual Innocence (1999) plays obliquely on the theme of childhood, and, taking the realist tendency to its logical conclusion, it uses the original piano version for an extended shot of new-born twins wriggling and twitching on a bed. The scene shifts to the courtyard of an Italian maternity center run by nuns, with images of parents cradling children, and finally to the opening of a storyline that will concern the chance meeting of two identical twins, now adults, who were separated at birth. The destruction of naivete and innocence is a strong theme in this film, manifested in primeval scenes of Eden and the subsequent brutal humiliation and shaming of the Adam and Eve figures. "Träu-merei" thus adopts its inherited role of serene cradle song and the embodiment of purityharking back to Big City and further to the 1924 Rapée compilation-within the disjointed, collagelike narrative. Crush (2001) trades on infancy, dream topics, and an identical comedic aesthetic to that of much previous cartoon usage, by using a fragment of the piece to accompany a brief flashback to a daydreaming moment of one of the young, single, female protagonists during which she wistfully fondles baby clothes in a shop. In the face of the possible decline in the piece's force as cliché, it is interesting that even after a long history of exposure, its sudden interjection and abrupt dismissal within a suitably ironic setting retain the ability to draw on the EusebianFlorestanesque dialectic. With its diegetic swing-band version of "Träumerei"-a manifestation of the long-practiced popularizing aesthetic-Swing (2003) echoes Gershwin, Jolson, The Hot Cha Melody, and the early 1940s bigband practice of performing arrangements of the classics. 85 The film also invokes the dream topic, in that the music is embedded within a curious semifantasy tale of a young man's dance tutelage under a mysterious guardian angel from a previous era. Finally, Wasabi (2001) simply calls on the piece as emblem of classic, latenight dinner music underpinning connotations of a relationship that either once was or could never be, all amid ostensibly alien contexts of high-octane cop action, though its use carries faint traces of the piece's long-held connotations of romantic attachment. Belying potential signs of fatigue in the music's recycling and emergent over-determination, the scoring tradition has continued most recently in the quasi-political romantic-epic, Beyond Borders-a film that suggests that the viability of the aesthetic, narrative, and semantic screen legacy of "Träumerei" may not be easy to sustain. 86 As within the wider history of cinema, the piece runs like a silver thread through a narrative that in this case teeters dangerously close to the edge of exploiting thirdworld suffering, and culminates in an emotive rendering of the child-as-embodiment-of-lostinnocence/idealism topic. The heroine (played by Angelina Jolie) plays it diegetically (but, as in some previous examples, always as incomplete excerpts from the first and last phrases) both in her London home and, implausibly (like Juliette Binoche's famous Bach playing in Minghella's film The English Patient), in the middle of war-torn Ethiopia. It underpins her earnest voiceovers about "self-discovery," "destiny," and ethical concern for the state of the world-admirable qualities countered in the film's narrative by a tendency toward spoonfeeding in the delivery of ideas and in the dramatic presentation. The piece catalyses her relationship with a passionate humanitarian (played by Clive Owen), whom she follows around the world's troubled regions dispensing salvation. Recalling the potentially problematic sociopolitical implications of Malibu Beach Party's comedic ending, Beyond Borders makes certain awkward presumptions about the culturally and ethically superior white, middleclass European redemption of, in this case, an Africa represented as chaotic, corrupt, and violent. "Träumerei" is heavily invested with all the serenity, civilized refinement, and purity that the target country lacks, and at the same time retains its common usages as signifier of romance and childhood, a multiple freighting of specifics and universals that contributes to the narrative's strain to convince and to escape sociocultural stereotyping.
At the end of the film, for example, after the murder of Jolie's character in Chechnya, Owen's character seeks out their child daughter whom he has never seen, only to find her playing the piece on the same piano, with some textural simplification of the already simple in deference to her physical limitations, 87 but more strikingly with impeccable, improbable maturity of phrasing, touch, and expression, far in advance of her mother's performances. Thus the child appears to ventriloquize the dead parent, as if both mirroring Schumann's own creative regression: "I've put on my frilly dress and composed thirty cute little things from which I've selected about twelve and called them 'Scenes from Childhood'," 88 and chiming with the composer's belief that "in every child there is a marvellous profundity." 89 But following the imperative of narrative completion, in this scene, the child, as surviving relic of the dead parent, appears to realize, more than to promise, "unlimited potentiality," 90 becoming a "prematurely adult" child born of a failed grown-up world-perhaps a "precocious fruit" that "will not be long in rotting." 91 Can the same ultimately be said of the cinematic reprocessing of "Träumerei" as well? 86 "Träumerei" has since been used in the Japanese film Bizan (2007), which I have been unable to consult. The story involves the reconciliation, through shared memories, of a daughter with her terminally ill mother-suggesting that moments of tender affection, nostalgia, loss, or images of childhood are likely opportunities for its use of the music. 92 Nor does the piece revel in the postmodern "pleasures of ambiguity," as Mike Cormack characterizes the use of classical music in general in film. 93 Instead, in a kind of reverse hermeneutics it seems to be conscripted by cinema primarily as clichéd fragment to fulfill a limited, predetermined semantic duty; to be enlisted to "channel the film's narrative and expressive elements into a safe harbour of meaning" (the function of all music in classical film according to Gorbman 94 ); and to serve an unchallenged and unchallenging need for disambiguation. Not needing to be able, equipped, or concerned to see potentially a "whole world of aspiration" contained within the work's small frame, 95 commercial film through its very nature has tended to act as domineering foster parent to this piece: from different perspectives both a confirmation and a denial of Schumann's belief that the cultural phenomenon of music, unlike the more concrete fields of science and poetry, is "the orphan whose father and mother no one can determine." 96 Part of the unavoidable nature of its assumption into collective, multimedia consciousness is that "Träumerei" has thereby been compelled to travel the path from intimate, well-formed, and semantically free-floating miniature at the center of an integrated collection, to segregated, mostly abridged or fragmented, object of mass exposure and semantically determined consumption. Through a literalistic and narrowly metonymical conception of the function of titles, 97 the music's subtle structural-aesthetic qualities as a small physical whole with potentially expansive horizons of meaning have usually been asked to bear the weight of prescriptive, shorthand associations. This might at least toy with the kind of debasement of music's power that Schumann feared, and as consumers we have been asked, and have largely agreed, to acquiesce. Not unlike the Adagietto from Mahler's Fifth Symphony, "Träumerei" has attained a public profile and a cemented identity of seemingly irreversible common currency that extend even to the aridity of state occasions: brass arrangements were played in Red Square at the funerals of Breshnev (1982) and Molotov (1986), for example, and with a possible note of irony Margaret Thatcher was "welcomed" by it on a state visit to Moscow during the 1980s. To this day instrumental and vocal recordings of the piece are continually played at the Piskaryov Memorial in St. Petersburg and the huge Mamayev Hill Memorial to the Battle of Stalingrad in Volgograd, near to the eternal flame and during ceremonies of the changing of the guard, harking back to the widespread adoption of "Träumerei" in Russia as a theme of dignified suffering upon the surrender of Germany in 1945. 98 On the work's 150th anniversary Werner Klüppelholz felt compelled to suggest: "This piece was a protest against the empty noise of virtuosity; the expression of a poetry that was only graspable in music; a fruitful appropriation of Bachian polyphony; never, how- macy with the listener who can name a tune and get the thematic reference . . . like Ives's, [this musical universe] is expansive: high and low culture, the abstract and the concrete, are brought together as part of the shared experience of composer and listeners." 107 From both perspectives we are inexorably led toward different modes of understanding. Among these might be the desire to recapture something of the history that appears to have been compromised, or to relocate meaning in other ways, to dissolve cultural hierarchies by seeing one set of assumed values through the lens of its "other."
The "recitative" passages in the final movement of Kinderszenen represent an extreme moment of that mute eloquence in which, typically of much Romantic repertoire, instrumental music strains to transcend its nonverbal frame. As Michel Chion suggests, "Romantic music for piano, particularly that of Chopin, Schumann, and Liszt, is, in fact, often similar to the voice of someone humming a poem or a melody with mouth closed: a melody with unheard words." 108 Whether actually vocalized, as in the strikingly dissimilar cases of Elmer Fudd and Lotte Lehmann, or whether remaining nonvocal, cinema's "Träumerei" thwarts some avenues while revealing new ones, only to reopen the previously expected in an ongoing cat-andmouse game of reception, deception, and reconception. While the same may not be claimed for every example of onscreen preexistent music, one is nonetheless conceivably faced with a vast set of unexplored musicocultural trajectories that might well have equally moving stories to tell.
Abstract.
Schumann's music took its place alongside that of many other nineteenth-century composers in the lexicon of silent-film accompaniment. Evidence of early-twentieth-century scoring practices indicates that "Träumerei" quickly proved to be an especially popular choice for scenes of pathos and romance. This appropriation is viewed in the context of the piece's general reception history and the tradition of its concert performance in isolation from the rest of op. 15 (and in any number of instrumental arrangements) that had come to a peak at this time. The assumption of "Träumerei" into the world of film is explored with reference to the aesthetics and changing cultural economies of Schumann's own compositional activities, the nineteenth-century Biedermeier Hausmusik tradition, and the "child" topos. The emergence of a "Träumerei" protocol in film scoring is uncovered in an examination of its continued appearance in animated and live-action sound cinema from the 1930s to the present day. The risks of semantic impoverishment of the music through clichéd film usage are assessed. Keywords: Schumann, Kinderszenen, "Träumerei," cinema, preexistent music 107 
